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Abstract 

Sensory perceptual experiences are now directly associated with the diagnosis of Autism Spectrum Disorder 
(ASD). Given that autism is a heterogenous disorder, literature abounds in evidences that report varied sensory 
perceptual issues affecting daily lives of individuals with autism. One question that motivated the current study 
is “Why do they report to have varied sensory profiles?” The answer lies in the way their bodies interact with the 
world around them—theory of embodiment in cognitive linguistics. Thirteen children with autism were observed 
through SPCR (Sensory Profile Checklist Revised (Bogdashina, 2003)) against 20 categories, which Bogdashina 
(2003) refers to as their bodily resources. Out of seven modalities, only three—vision, hearing and 
proprioception—were studied for current study. The findings were consistent with the embodiment thesis offered 
by cognitive linguistics—human beings are embodied beings. 
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1. Introduction 

The latest edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders classifies Autism Spectrum 
Disorder as a neurodevelopmental disorder that is characterized by following dyad of impairments: limited and 
affected social communication and interaction (both verbal and non-verbal); and limited repetitive patterns of 
interests, behaviors and activities (DSM-5TM, 2013). With the refinement of the core features of the disorder, 
the sensory experiences of individuals with autism also received increased attention—generally and with specific 
reference to the impact these behaviors/experiences have on the daily lives of people with autism. The DSM-5 
thus pronounced sensory behvaiors of individuals with autism as directly associated with the diagnosis of Autism 
Spectrum Disorder (ASD) and besides different psychometric scales, sensory and perceptual checklists and/or 
questionnaires are being employed as tools to assess sensory behaviors (Elwin, Schröder, Ek, Wallsten, & 
Kjellin, 2017), (Neil, Green, & Pellicano, 2017) so that autistic-like traits are identified and appropriate 
intervention strategies are suggested. 

Ayres (1985), as quoted in (Ben-Sasson et al., 2009), proclaims human brain as a “sensory processing 
machine”—80% of our nervous system is engaged in processing and/or organizing sensory information. Sensory 
processing refers to the way sensory input—visual, auditory, proprioceptive, etc., is managed and then used later 
for action. Dunn (2007) reiterates the environment and the body as the primary sources of sensory input to the 
brain, and asserts the relationship between sensory processing and human behavior. He further explains sensory 
processing as a neurological process and the outset of sensory experiences as “neurological thresholds”—the 
personal range of these sensory thresholds (for noticing and responding) vary from person to person and the 
nature of these thresholds (low and high) may differ for each sensory input (p. 85). Individuals with autism are 
reported to face difficulties with processing sensory stimuli thus rendering their sensory experiences to be 
heterogeneous in nature.  

The present study aims to identify the answer of “Why” of their heterogeneity through the individual sensory 
perceptual profiles of children with autism in the light of their peculiar bodily resources. Bogdashina (2003) 
asserted that although “they live in the same physical world and deal with the same “raw material”, their 
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perceptual world turns out to be strikingly different from that of non-autistic people” (p. 44). The reason is their 
bodily attitude (Monticelli, 2013) and bodily resources which she defined under 20 categories: gestalt perception, 
intensity of perception, sensitivity to and fascination with certain stimuli, inconsistent perception, fragmented 
perception, distorted perception, sensory agnosia, delayed perception, sensory overload, monoprocessing, 
peripheral perception, systems shutdowns, compensation by another sense, resonance, daydreaming, 
synaesthesia, perceptual memory, associative memory and perceptual thinking (Sensory Profile Checklist 
Revised (Bogdashina, 2003, p. 184). She refers to these as “autistic experiences” which bring “a different stock 
of knowledge about the world” (p. 44). 

2. Literature Review 

With specific reference to sensory processing in autism, the studies reported hyper and hypo sensitivity in all 
modalities where children were reported to encounter sensory difficulties to 80% in terms of 
under-responsiveness/seeking of sensations and visual and auditory sensitivity (Baker, Lane, Angley, & Young, 
2008); the prevalence of sensory deficit from 80 to 90% (Shoener, Kinnealey, & Koenig, 2008); and the evidence 
of increased and decreased sensory thresholds (Joosten & Bundy, 2010).  

Baker, Lane, Angley, & Young (2008) investigated the impact of sensory processing on behavioral 
responsiveness in autism. They studied 22 children with autism, between the age of 2.9-8.5 years, with the help 
of few standard checklists—SSP (Short Sensory Profile); VABS (Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales); and 
DBC—P (Developmental Behavior Checklist—Parent). The sensory processing dysfunctionality was repoted to 
be 82% along with presence of specific pattrens of sensory functioning. The marked impairment was seen in the 
areas of hyper/hypo sensitivity and auditory filteration.  

Horder, Wilson, Mendez, & Murphy (2014) showed that the traits of autism are associated with sensory 
experiences and found similar correlation in both genders. They used three different questionnaires, the relevant 
scores of which coorelated with the the traits of autism. They further proposed a probable integration of sensory 
processing abnormalities into the diagnosis and assessment of the disorder. The sensory modulations across ages 
and level of severity are also investigated and the problems are also reported (Ben-Sasson et al., 2009; Elwin, 
Ek, Schröder, & Kjellin, 2012).  

2.1 Vision, Hearing and Proprioception in Autism 

Behrmann, Thomas, & Humphreys (2006) reviewed the perspective of visual perceptual impairment studied 
from the lenses of ToM deficit, weak central coherence and evidenced perceptual diversifications in autism 
spectrum disorder. Rondan & Deruelle (2007) explored visual processing in adults with autism and asperger 
syndrome and found mixed evidence of both global and local processing. Vandenbroucke, Scholte, Engeland, 
Lammea, & Kemner (2009) studied visual processing in autism from the perspective of enhanced perception and 
found imbalanced visual processing. On the contrary, Remington, Swettenham, Campbell, & Coleman (2009) 
found enhanced perceptual capacity and superior visual search ability in autism, and Ashwin, Ashwin, Rhydderch, 
Howells, & Baron-Cohen (2009) reported better visual acuity in individuals with autism as compared to control 
subjects. 

Siegal & Blades (2003); Jones et al. (2009）; Alcántara, Cope, Cope, & Weisblatt (2012); O’Connor (2012) 
studied auditory behaviors and reported varied experiences among their sample. Russo, Mottron, Burack, & 
Jemel (2010) and Occelli, Esposito, Venuti, Arduino, & Zampini (2013) studied auditory and visual sensory and 
perceptual behaiors and audio-visual integration in autism. They concluded that in autism, these two senses work 
independently since shift of attention from one modality to another slows down the processing. On the contrary, 
Keane, Rosenthal, Chun, & Shams (2010) reported unimpaired auditory-visual integration in high-functioning 
adults in autism. 

Atypical sensory patterns are also found to affect social interaction in individuals with autism (Matsushima & 
Kato, 2013). Relevant to proprioceptive processing, individuals with ASD showed proprioceptive difficulties 
though the results are mixed. Blanche, Reinoso, Chang, & Bodison (2012) studied proprioception in 32 children 
with autism through their behavior data. They used Comprehensive Observations of Proprioception (COP) scale 
and found out distinct patterns of proprioceptive processing. They concluded that proprioceptive difficulties 
negatively affect participation in daily tasks.  

Howe & Stagg (2016) studied four sensory modalities (vision, hearing, touch and smell) in 14 adults with autism 
and explored the affect of their sensory experiences on their class room learning. The adult participants with 
autism reported to experience reduction in concentration—some reported distraction and loss of concentration 
while listening and some while looking at the visula stimuli, and some in other two modalities. The distraction 
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whether auditory or visual, etc., is reported to cause participants lose focus of the classroom and to miss sections 
of their lessons. They also found inconsistent sensory profiles of all 14 adults—some reported problem in only 
one modality and while some others in two or all. Another significant finding that they highlighted was that even 
when some participants reported to experinece sensory problems, they shared thay they do not lose focus and 
concentration. The differences in sensory processing and varied sensory patterns are also reported by some other 
other studies (Klintwal et al., 2011; Gomot & Wicker, 2012; Tomchek, Huebner, & Dunn, 2014). 

The study conducted by Ferna’ndez-Andre’s, Pastor-Cerezuela, Sanz-Cervera, & Ta’rraga-Mı’nguez (2015) 
confirmed the unpredictable nature of their sensory modalities where sensory processing at home and at school 
were reported to be different in sample with autism. The probable reason might be what Howe & Stagg (2016) 
suggested: in autism, sensory issues are not a constant state—all depends upon the sensory modality that is at 
work, the nature of sensory input and the situation the person is in at that time. 

2.2 Heterogeneous Sensory Processing and Autism 

This small collection of studies suggest that sensory-perceptual processing in autism is inherently 
heterogeneous—same individuals were also reported to experience different sensory processing in different 
contexts. The question arises “Why do their sensory perceptual experiences vary?” To address the issue of 
heterogeneity in autism, some robust studies (Frith & Happe, 1994; Baron-Cohen & Swettenham, 1997; 
Tager-Flusberg, 2004; Hill, 2004; Pellicano, Maybery, & Durkin, 2006; Happe´ & Frith, 2006; Skorich, et al., 
2015) tried to integrate all three cognitive theories of autism—theory of mind deficit (ToM), weak central 
coherence (WCC) and executive dysfunction theory. The two alternative theoretical explanations regarding 
perceptual processes in autism were also suggested by Plaisted and Mottron. Plaisted (2001) proposed theory of 
Reduced Generalization which suggests that individuals with autism process unique features without any 
difficulty as compared to common features (p. 13). Mottoron’s theory of Enhanced Perceptual Functioning, 
instead, suggests the presence of superior low-level perceptual processing as a consequence of a specific 
procsessing bias in autism and accounted perception a superior and different role in autistic cognition (Mottron 
& Burack, 2001) exhibit (Mottron, Dawson, Soulières, Hubert, & Burack, 2006). Nevertheless, it is concluded 
that none of these can work in unison to satisfy the issues of heterogeniety in autism as they have their own 
limitaions given the heterogenous nature of the disorder. Given that autism entails different cognitive 
deficits/styles that result in heterogenous profiles of individuals with autism in terms of their “aetiology, 
behavioral features, prognosis or response to intervention” (Happe´ & Frith, 2006, p. 15), Rajendran & Mitchell 
(2007) pronounced that this might be the reason behind often conflicting results in both intervention and basic 
reseach studies. 

This study tries to answer the “Why” of their heterogeneous sensory experiences through the embodiment theory 
in cognitive linguistics – the theory provides the framework for the linkage between “low” cognitive processes 
such as perception and action (sensorimotor experiences) and the bodily resources and bodily attitude 
(embodiment).  

3. Method 

3.1 Participants  

Thirteen children with autism (male = 9; female = 4) were selected for the study. All thirteen children were in 
middle and late childhood (5-13 years) and were the diagnosed cases of the Autism Resource Centre, Westridge, 
Rawalpindi. They were diagnosed by the psychologists at the center using Diagnostic Statistical Manual of 
Mental Disorders (DSM-IV) and Childhood Autism Rating Scale (CARS-2). Two girls and five boys had mild to 
moderate autism, while two girls and four boys had severe autism. Moreover, the information rich data was 
acquired not only from the children with autism, but also from their teacher aids and the head teachers. Since the 
children with autism could not be asked for their willingness, the Autism Resource Centre allowed us to include 
them as our sample.  

The reason for selecting the resource center was that apart from focusing on their academics and speech and 
language therapy sessions, they have set-ups of “sensory therapy” for the kids with hyper/hypo-sensory 
modalities and “occupational therapy” for their fine and gross motor training—proprioceptive, vestibular and 
concept formation activities, etc. Therefore, the staff assigned for each verbal child with autism were a source of 
detailed information pertaining to the ways the children interact with the world around them. To hide their 
identity, the subjects’ names were replaced with their initials.  
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3.2 Measures  

3.2.1 Sensory Profile Checklist Revised (SPCR: Bogdashina, 2003) 

The 232-item SPCR—Sensory Profile Checklist Revised (Bogdashina, 2003, p. 184) contains 20 categories 
(gestalt perception, intensity of perception, sensitivity to and fascination with certain stimuli, inconsistent 
perception, fragmented perception, distorted perception, sensory agnosia, delayed perception, sensory overload, 
monoprocessing, peripheral perception, systems shutdowns, compensation by another sense, resonance, 
daydreaming, synaesthesia, perceptual memory, associative memory and perceptual thinking) to assess the 
sensory perceptual experiences of individuals with autism in all seven modalities—vision, hearing, 
proprioception, smell, taste, touch and vestibular (pp. 162-165). For the present study, the SPCR was 
administered to observe and record the sensory perceptual behaviors of children with autism in only three 
modalities—vision, hearing and proprioception. The SPCR was then decoded using the key provided (pp. 
196-198) and separate tables for all three modalities were composed (Appendix A, Appendix B & Appendix C) 
to analyze their behaviors and to explore the possible patterns of perception and processing in all three 
modalities.  

The SPCRs for each verbal child with autism were filled in by their Teacher Aids. We explained the checklists to 
all thirteen Teacher Aids and requested them to fill in known information and to observe children for the 
information they themselves were not aware of. After two months, the filled reports were collected and thirteen 
checklists were discussed in detail, for confirmation of information, with the respective Head Teachers one by 
one. At some places, Head Teachers pointed out difference of opinion in terms of information provided by 
Teacher Aids. To resolve the conflicts, we all (Head Teacher, Teacher Aid and researchers) had to discuss the 
areas of conflict to come to a consensus. The process took another two months due to busy schedule of Head 
Teachers and Teacher Aids. Some of the information, that was even unknown to both Head Teachers and Teacher 
Aids, was further confirmed by respective parents/guardians of children. 

4. Results and Discussion 

The findings regarding their diverse, eccentric experiences in all three modalities are calculated as percentages. 
The percentages against all 20 categories in all three modalities refer to the behaviors that were categorized 
accordingly in the SPCR (Bogdashina, 2003). For example, out of 54 visual behaviors, 5 indicate visual gestalt, 
5 refer to hypervision and 6 to hypovision, 3 indicate presence of visual sensitivity, 1 refers to fascination 
towards visual stimuli, 1 refers to inconsistent visual fluctuation, 5 tell us about fragmented perception, 5 inform 
us about distorted perception, 2 indicate sensory agnosia, 2 inform about delayed perception, 1 refers to 
vulnerability to sensory overload, 1 tell about monoprocessing, 1 about peripheral perception, 2 indicate 
tendency towards systems shutdowns, and so on. (see Appendix A (Table 1), Appendix B (Table 2), and 
Appendix C (Table 3) for further explanation). 

If few children are reported to have one out of five visual gestalt behaviors, their visual gestalt is calculated as 
20%. However, the in-depth qualitative analysis hinted towards different visual behaviors that lead to that 20% 
visual gestalt. The following sections discuss the visual, auditory and proprioceptive experiences of all thirteen 
children with autism one by one in the context of twenty categories of sensory experiences. 

4.1 Findings of Results 

4.1.1 Visual Experiences 

If we look at the visual embodiment of Az, Wn, An, Ma, Rn, they seemed to have 20% visual gestalt; however, the 
in-depth comparison shows that all have different experiences that lead to visual gestalt—Az (severe autism), Ma, 
An and Rn (mild-moderate autism) notice tiny changes in the environment; Wn (severe autism) does not recognize 
familiar environment if approached from different direction. On the contrary, Aa (severe autism), Mm, Im, Il 
(mild-moderate autism) apparently have 40% visual gestalt and what lead to their visual gestalt is their similar 
experiences, except for one case—Aa, Il, Mm resist any change while at other times notice tiny change in the 
environment; Im resists any change in the environment and cannot be fooled by optical illusions.  

The comparison of hypervision of An, Zb, Ma, Im, Wn, As, Ah showed similarities and differences despite same 
percentage—20%. Wn, Ah (severe autism) and An (mild-moderate autism) cover or squint eyes at bright light 
while looking intensely at objects and people; Im (severe autism) and Zb (mild-moderate autism) get scared by 
sharp flashes of light and lightening, etc.; Ma (mild-moderate autism) constantly looks at minute particles and 
picks up smallest pieces of fluff; and As (mild-moderate autism) dislikes dark and bright light. Similarly, Az, Mm, 
Aa, Hl and Il reported to have 40% hypervision but the experiences that lead to this are somewhat different—Mm 
(mild-moderate autism) dislikes dark and bright light and constantly looks at minute particles; Az (severe autism) 
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and Il (mild-moderate autism) constantly look at minute particles, pick up smallest pieces of fluff and cover, close 
or squint eyes at bright light; Aa (severe autism) dislikes dark and bright light and covers, closes or squints eyes at 
bright light; and Hl (severe autism) gets scared by sharp flashes of light and closes, covers or squints eyes at bright 
light. 

For hypovision, An, Mm, Hl, Rn, As have displayed 33.33% hyposensitivity but the experiences that lead to this 
hyposensitivity are way too different – Mm (mild-moderate autism) is attracted to lights and looks intensely at 
objects and people; As (mild-moderate autism) gets fascinated with reflections, bright colored objects and runs 
hands around the edge of the object; An (mild-moderate autism) looks intensely at objects and people, and likes to 
have perimeter hugging; Rn (mild-moderate autism) gets attracted to light and fascinated with reflections, bright 
colored objects; and Hl (severe autism) gets attracted to lights and likes to have perimeter hugging. 

For inconsistent perception, sensory overload, monoprocessing and peripheral perception, the findings were quite 
diverse. Wn, Aa, Im, Ah (severe autism) and Mm, Zb, Ma, An (mild-moderate autism) showed signs of 100% 
inconsistent visual perception—they have a tendency to respond to same visual stimuli differently 
(indifference/pleasure/distress). Az, Hl (severe autism) and As, Il, Rn (mild-moderate autism) did not report any 
signs of inconsistent visual perception.  

Az, Wn, Hl, Ah (severe autism) and Zb, Ma, As (mild-moderate autism) were found to experience 100% visual 
overload—all of them either withdraw themselves from visual stimuli or throw tantrums or hurt themselves. Aa, 
Im (severe autism) and Mm, An, Il, Rn (mild-moderate autism) do not report to experience visual overload. 

Wn, Hl, Ah (severe autism) and As (mild-moderate autism) were reported to experience 100% 
monoprocessing—they do not seem to see if listening to something. Az, Aa, Im (severe autism) and Mm, Zb, Ma, 
An, Il, Rn (mild-moderate autism) did not show any signs of visual monoprocessing. 

As for visual peripheral perception, Az, Wn, Aa, Hl, Ah (severe autism) and Mm, As, Rn (mild-moderate autism) 
displayed 100% tendency to avoid direct perception. Im (severe autism), and Zb, Ma, An, Il (mild-moderate autism) 
did not show any signs of visual peripheral perception. 

Az, Aa, Hl, Ah (severe autism) and Rn, An (mild-moderate autism) reported to have 33.33% tendency to get 
disturbed by some visual stimuli. All of them either cover or close or squint their eyes in response to sensitive 
stimuli. Rn, however, gets easily tired/frustrated under fluorescent lights. Wn, and Im (severe autism) and Mm, Zb, 
Ma, As and Il (mild-moderate autism) were not reported to have any problem with any visual stimuli.  

As for systems shutdowns, Az, Wn, Aa, Im, Hl, and Ah (severe autism) and Mm and An (mild-moderate autism) 
were reported to have a 50% tendency towards visual whiteouts—Wn and Im appear to be mindless followers 
while Az, Aa, Hl, and Ah surprise with knowing unknown information. However, Zb, Ma, As and Il 
(mild-moderate autism) were reported to have experienced 100% visual whiteouts—they appear to be mindless 
followers and surprise people with knowing unknown information. Rn (mild-moderate autism) was not found to 
have such tendency of visual whiteout. 

Likewise for sensory agnosia, Az, Wn, Aa, Im (severe autism) and Ma, An, As and Il (mild-moderate autism) were 
found to have 50% tendency to experience visual agnosia—Az feels or acts blind while Wn, Aa, Im Ma, An, As 
and Il display their specific ritualistic behaviors. Hl, Ah (severe autism) and Mm, Zb (mild-moderate autism) were 
reported to have 100% tendency to experience visual agnosia—all of them not only feel or act blind at times but 
also display their peculiar ritualistic behaviors. Rn (mild-moderate autism) did not seem to experience visual 
agnosia. 

When it comes to fragmented perception, children again showed different experiences with same percentage. Az, 
Im, Hl, Ah (severe autism) and As, Il (mild-moderate autism) displayed 20% experience of fragmented visual 
perception—Az, Ah, As have a tendency to get lost easily in response to some visual stimuli; Im, Hl, Il resist any 
visual change in the environment. Wn, Aa (severe autism) and Mm (mild-moderate autism) displayed 40% visual 
fragmentation—Wn does not recognize familiar environment if approaches from different direction and gets lost 
easily; Aa and Mm resist any visual change and tend to get lost easily in any visual stimuli. Zb (mild-moderate 
autism) with 80% visual fragmentation experiences almost all of the eccentricities—she resists any visual change 
in the environment, does not recognize people in unfamiliar clothes, selects for attention minor aspects of objects 
in the environment instead of the whole thing and gets lost easily in some visual stimuli. 

The distorted visual perception of the children also highlighted varied experiences. Wn (severe autism) with 20% 
of this visual experience was reported to have difficulty catching the ball; Aa, Im, Ah (severe autism) and Mm, Ma, 
An (mild-moderate autism) showed signs of 40% distorted visual perception—Aa has difficulty catching the ball 
and fears heights, stairs and escalators; Im, An face difficulty catching the ball and make compulsive repetitive 
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hand, head or body movements; Ah, Ma hit/rub eyes when distressed and make compulsive repetitive hand, head 
or body movements that fluctuate between near and far; Mm faces difficulty catching ball and hits/rubs eyes when 
distressed. Az (severe autism), and Zb, Rn (mild-moderate autism) were all reported to have 60% distorted visual 
perception but their experiences are different—Az, Zb find it difficult to catch the ball, hit/rub eyes when 
distressed and make compulsive hand, body movements that are repetitive and fluctuate between near and far; Rn 
has difficulty catching the ball, appears startled when being approached suddenly and fears heights, stairs, 
escalators. Hl (severe autism) and As (mild-moderate autism) report to have 80% distortion in visual 
perception—Hl has difficulty catching the ball, appears startled when being approached suddenly, hits/rubs eyes 
when distressed and makes compulsive repetitive hand movements of hand, head and body; As fears heights, stairs, 
escalators, has difficulty catching the ball, appears startled when behind approached suddenly and makes 
compulsive, repetitive hand, body and head movements that fluctuate between near and far; Il (mild-moderate 
autism) does not report to experience any eccentricities in terms of visual distortion.  

Az, Aa (severe autism) Mm, Zb, An, Il, Rn (mild-moderate autism) did not report to experience delay in perceiving 
things visually. However, Hl (severe autism) was reported to experience 100% delay in visual perception – he 
responds to visual stimuli late and any experience can be perceived as new and unfamiliar by him, irrespective of 
the number of times he has experienced them visually. Wn, Im, Ah (severe autism) and Ma, As (mild-moderate 
autism) experience delayed visual perception to only 50%; the experiences however are different – Wn, Ah 
respond to visual stimuli with a delay; Im, Ma and As perceive any experience as new and unfamiliar no matter 
how many times they have experienced them. 

4.1.2 Auditory Experiences 

Regarding auditory gestalt, Az (severe autism), As and Il (mild-moderate autism) did not show any signs of 
auditory gestalt. Wn, Aa, Im, Ah (severe autism) and Zb (mild-moderate autism) showed 100% signs of auditory 
gestalt—they get easily frustrated when they try to do something in a crowded, noisy room and do not seem to 
understand instructions if more than one person is talking. Hl (severe autism), Ma and Rn (mild-moderate autism) 
displayed 50% auditory gestalt—Hl gets easily frustrated when he tries to do something in a noisy, crowded 
room; Ma and Rn do not seem to understand instructions if more than one person is talking to them. 

There was extreme variation for the intensity with which the hearing of all 13 verbal children with autism was 
reported to work. Az (severe autism) cannot stand certain sounds and starts making repetitive noises to block out 
other sounds; however, he likes traffics, crowds and vibration and gets attracted by certain sounds and noises. 
Wn (severe autism) dislikes sea, thunderstorms, crowds, sounds, noises and haircut while at the same time likes 
certain other sounds of her choice and likes tearing papers and crumpling them in hands. Aa avoids noises and 
sounds and covers her ears at many sounds but likes making loud rhythmic noises on her own. Im (severe autism) 
likes vibration, but on the other hand, avoids sounds and noises of thunderstorm, sea, crowds, etc., and either 
covers his ears or starts making repetitive noises to block unwanted sounds; he is a very light sleeper and gets 
frightened by animals. Hl (severe autism) makes loud rhythmic noises on his own, but avoids other disturbing 
sounds or any noise and either covers his ears or starts making repetitive noises to block out other sounds like Im; 
he too is a light sleeper, gets frightened by animals and dislikes haircut. Ah (severe autism) likes kitchen, 
bathroom and vibration, but avoids certain sounds and either covers his ears and/or starts making repetitive 
noises to block out other sounds; he is also reported to get frightened by animals. Mm (mild-moderate autism) 
dislikes haircut, crowds, sea and thunderstorm; however, she likes kitchen and bathroom and gets attracted by 
certain sounds and noises. Zb (mild-moderate autism) dislikes sea, crowds, thunderstorm and haircut, but gets 
attracted by sounds/noises, likes vibration, likes to make loud rhythmic noises and to tear and crumple papers. 
Ma (mild-moderate autism) is a very light sleeper, gets frightened by animals and makes repetitive noises to 
block out other sounds; on the other hand, he gets attracted by some sounds/noises, makes loud rhythmic noises, 
bangs objects/doors and likes kitchen and bathroom. An (mild-moderate autism) likes to bang objects and doors, 
but at the same time he is a light sleeper, and also avoids sounds and noises like crowds, sea, thunderstorm and 
covers his ears at any other sounds. As (mild-moderate autism) is a light sleeper, avoids noises/sound, dislikes 
crowds, sea and thunderstorm; he tends to cover his ears at many sounds and sometimes makes repetitive noises 
to block out other sounds. At other times, he likes vibration, gets attracted by some sounds/noises and makes 
loud rhythmic noises too. Il (mild-moderate autism) dislikes thunderstorm, crowds, sea and makes repetitive 
noises to block out other sounds; on the contrary, he also tends to like kitchen, bathroom, traffic and crowds, and 
gets attracted by sounds and noises. Rn (mild-moderate autism) is reported to dislike haircut and to make 
repetitive noises to block out other sounds; however, he is also reported to like vibration, crowds and traffic; to 
bang doors, objects; to get attracted by sounds/noises; and to make loud rhythmic noises. 

Except for Az (severe autism) and Il (mild-moderate autism), the rest of children showed diverse range of 
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sensitivity to some auditory stimuli. Ma and An (mild-moderate autism) were reported to get extremely (100%) 
disturbed by some auditory stimuli—they get frustrated with certain sounds and try to break/destroy if sound 
comes from any object. Wn, Aa, Im, Hl, Ah (severe autism) and Mm, Zb, As, Rn (mild-moderate autism) were 
reported to have 50% tendency to get disturbed by some auditory stimuli; the experiences however vary—Wn, 
Aa, Im, Hl, Ah, Mm, Zb, As get frustrated with certain sounds; Rn tries to destroy /break sound producing 
objects. 

All children except Ma (mild-moderate autism) showed 100% tendency to get fascinated with some auditory 
stimuli. As for inconsistent perception, except for Hl (severe autism) and Rn (mild-moderate autism), all other 
children showed signs of 100% inconsistency for auditory perception—they may respond differently 
(distress/pleasure/indifference) to same auditory stimuli (noises/sounds).  

Az, Wn, Aa, Im, Hl, Ah (severe autism) and Zb, As (mild-moderate autism) showed 100% tendency to 
experience auditory overload—they experience sudden outburst of self-abuse or throw tantrums or withdraw 
themselves in response to auditory stimuli. Mm, Ma, An, Il and Rn (mild-moderate autism) were not reported to 
have experienced auditory overload.  

Az, Im (severe autism) and Zb, Ma, An, As (mild-moderate autism) were reported to experience 50% sensory 
agnosia—Az feels/acts deaf; Im, Zb, Ma, An, As get engaged in their particular ritualistic behaviors. Rn and Il do 
not report to experience auditory agnosia. 

Zb, Ma, As (mild-moderate autism) displayed 100% signs of auditory shutdowns—they all appear to be mindless 
followers and surprise others with knowing unknown information. On the other hand, Az, Wn, Aa, Im, Hl, Ah 
(severe autism) and Mm, An (mild-moderate autism) displayed 50% signs of auditory shutdowns—Az, Aa, Hl, 
Ah, Mm, An surprise with knowing unknown information; Wn and Im appear to be mindless followers. Rn and 
Il do not report to experience auditory shutdowns. 

Az, Aa, Hl (severe autism) and Il (mild-moderate autism) did not report to experience any auditory distorted 
perception. Wn (severe autism) and Zb, An, As (mild-moderate autism) were reported to have 66.67% of 
auditory distorted perception—all of them have pronunciation problems and cannot distinguish between some 
sounds, except for An who hits ears when distressed and has pronunciation problems. Im, Ah (severe autism), 
and Mm, Ma, Rn (mild-moderate autism) reported 33.33% tendency to experience auditory distorted 
perception—Im, Ah hit ears when distressed; Mm, Ma, Rn have pronunciation problems.  

Regarding fragmented perception, Az, Wn, Aa (severe autism) and Mm, An, Il, Rn (mild-moderate autism) did 
not show any signs of fragmented hearing. On the other hand, Im, Hl, Ah (severe autism) and Zb, Ma, As 
(mild-moderate autism) were reported to experience auditory fragmented perception—they have a tendency to 
hear few words instead of the whole sentence. 

Mm, Zb, Il (mild-moderate autism) did not report any signs of delayed audition. However, Az, Aa, Ah (severe 
autism) and Rn (mild-moderate autism) showed 33.33% tendency to have delayed hearing—all of them respond 
to questions, instructions and sounds with a delay. Wn, Im (severe autism) and An, As (mild-moderate autism) 
with apparent 66.67% delayed audition have different experiences—Wn, An experience echolalia in high-pitched, 
monotonous, parrot-like voice and respond to instructions, questions and sounds with a delay; Im, As produce 
echolalia in monotonous, high-pitched, parrot-like voice and to them, any experience can become new an 
unfamiliar, irrespective of the number of times they have experienced the same thing. 

4.1.3 Proprioceptive Experiences 

Wn (severe autism) and Mm, Ma, An, Il, Rn (mild-moderate autism) did not report any signs of proprioceptive 
gestalt. However, the rest of them—Az, Aa, Im, Hl, Ah (severe autism) and Zb, As (mild-moderate autism) are 
found to experience 100% proprioceptive gestalt: they all are clumsy and move stiffly. 

The proprioceptive sense of Az, Aa, Im (severe autism), and Zb, Ma, As (mild-moderate autism) was 33.33% 
hypo—Az, Im, Ma they turn the whole body to look at something; Aa, Zb, As observe odd body posturing. Hl, 
Ah (severe autism) and Mm (mild-moderate autism) reported to have hypo-proprioception of about 66.67%—Hl, 
Ah observe odd body posturing and have difficulty manipulating small objects; Mm observes odd body 
posturing and turns the whole body to look at something. Wn (severe autism), An, Il and Rn (mild-moderate 
autism) do not report to have hypo-proprioception. 

As for the findings pertaining to hyper-proprioception, almost all of them showed varied signs. The 
proprioception of Az, Wn, Ah (mild-moderate autism) is hypo to 37.5%—Az has low muscle tone, often leans 
against people, furniture, wall and rocks back and forth; Wn does not sense her body sensations, bumps into 
objects and people, and often leans against people/furniture/walls; Ah is unaware of his body position in space, 
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bumps into objects, people and appears floppy. Im, Hl (severe autism), Il (mild-moderate autism) experience 
12.5% hypo-proprioception—Im bumps into objects, people; Hl often leans against people, furniture, walls; Il 
experiences lack of awareness of his body position in space. Aa (severe autism) and Ma (mild-moderate autism) 
showed 25% hypo-proprioception—both bump into people, objects and often lean against people/furniture/walls. 
Zb, As (mild-moderate autism) were reported to have 50% hypo-proprioception—Zb is unaware of her body 
position and sensations, often leans against people/furniture/walls and rocks back and forth; As has low muscle 
tone, lack of awareness of his body position in space, bumps into objects/people and rocks back and forth. Only 
three children—Mm, An and Rn (mild-moderate autism)—did not report to experience any hyposensitive 
proprioception. 

Aa, Hl, Ah (severe autism) and As (mild-moderate autism) were found to get 100% disturbed by some 
stimuli—they cannot tolerate certain movements/body positions. The rest of them—Az, Wn, Im (severe autism) 
and Mm, Zb, Ma, An, Il, Rn (mild-moderate autism)—did not show any such signs of proprioceptive 
disturbance.  

Az, Wn, Im, Ah (severe autism) and Zb, Ma (mild-moderate autism) showed 100% fascination towards some 
body movements—they all are often engaged in complex body movements, especially when they are bored or 
frustrated. The rest of them—Aa, Hl (severe autism), Mm, An, Il, Rn (mild-moderate autism) did not show any 
such fascination. 

As for sensory agnosia, only As (mild-moderate autism) showed 100% tendency to experience proprioceptive 
agnosia—he does not seem to know what his body is doing.  

Az, Aa, Im (severe autism) and Zb, An, As (mild-moderate autism) displayed 100% tendency to experience 
proprioceptive overload—they get tired easily especially when standing or when in noisy, bright places. The rest 
of them did not show any such signs of overload. 

None of them showed any signs of proprioceptive shutdowns. 

As for fragmented proprioception, only Zb and An (mild-moderate autism) showed signs of 100% 
fragmentation—both of them complain about their limbs and body parts. The rest of them did not report to 
experience any such fragmentation. 

For distorted proprioception, Az, Wn, Aa, Im (severe autism) and Mm, As, Rn (mild-moderate autism) showed 
50% signs of distorted proprioception—they all have difficulty catching the ball. Hl (severe autism) and Zb, An 
(mild-moderate autism) reported 100% distorted proprioception—they have difficulty catching the ball and with 
jumping, hopping, riding tri/bicycle. Ah (severe autism) and Ma, Il (mild-moderate autism) displayed no signs of 
distorted proprioception. 

Az, Hl (severe autism) and Mm, Zb (mild-moderate autism) displayed 100% tendency of delayed 
proprioception—they all are very poor at sports. The rest of them did not show any such tendencies.  

4.2 Discussion 

4.2.1 Heterogeneity is due to Varied Embodiment 

We all interact with the world and process information through our senses (Burr & Gori, 2011). This process of 
taking in of information via senses has been described as perception by Bogdashina (2005): “Perception is the 
process by which an organism collects, interprets and comprehends information from the outside world by 
means of the senses” (p. 44). This perspective dismisses the idea of mind as a machine which only stores and 
retrieves information; it is an active being that constantly interacts with the outer world via our bodies. 
Experience is not limited to passive reception through senses—it entails complex interactions that make up our 
understanding of the world around us (Johnson, 1987).  

The cross-case findings of visual, auditory and proprioceptive experiences of all 13 children with autism are 
consistent with the Cognitive Linguistics perspective of experientialism and varied embodiment, and very clearly 
answer the “Why” of their heterogeneous sensory profiles—they also experience, perceive, think, and feel 
differently like other embodied beings (neurotypicals) and the way they process information depends upon their 
unique yet limited bodily resources. In the words of Evans & Green (2006), “Our construal of reality is likely to 
be mediated in large measure by the nature of our bodies.” (p. 45). 

Findings of the behavior data highlighted the different and unique patterns of sensory perceptual experiences of 
children with autism—visual, auditory and proprioceptive embodiment. The findings verify the findings of the 
robust empirical and behavior studies (e.g., Behrmann, Thomas, & Humphreys, (2006); Remington, Swettenham, 
Campbell, & Coleman (2009); Baker, Lane, Angley, & Young (2008) that highlighted the processing problems 
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that the individuals with autism encounter. Furthermore, since comparison of all 13 children with same autism 
diagnosis have displayed different personalities, strengths and weaknesses, the findings are consistent with the 
studies that evidenced autism as a bunch of complex and heterogenous developmental disorder (Chouinard, 
Noulty, Sperandio, & Landry, 2013; Tager-Flusberg, 2007). Though the studies were conducted from the 
perspective of cognitive psychology, they ascertained that the eccentricities in perception and processing 
contribute to their different experiences. The findings were considerably consistent with what Bogdashina (2003) 
asserted—these “autistic experiences” bring “a different stock of knowledge about the world” (p. 44). Their 
limited resources and unique/different bodily attitude render them a leeway to a different world of experience. 
That different experience results in different embodiment. Hence, their limited and different bodily resources are 
the reason of their varied sensory perceptual experiences. 

Furthermore, while confirming the link between autism and sensory experiences, Horder, Wilson, Mendez, & 
Murphy (2014) suggested that sensory traits could potentially measure the severity of autism. Baker, Lane, 
Angley, & Young (2008) also found a correlation between severe sensory processing problems and severe 
symptoms of autism. However, the findings of the current study did not show this kind of correlation—between 
sensory experiences and the severity of autism. The severity of autism did not show any effect on their relevant 
sensory experiences. It was their varied embodiment that was found to play a determining role.  

By giving examples of the experiments conducted by developmental psychologists, to figure out how babies 
utilize their bodies to learn initial concepts like stepping, etc., Barrett (2011) rested his case: since all bodies are 
not the same, “[w]e learn how to exploit our specific bodily resources, and that requires “customized” learning 
strategies and developmental trajectories” (p. 177). Hence, our “specific bodily resources” offer distinct kind of 
embodiment in the context of which “we all see the world in our distinctively human like way” (p. 176). 

Cognitive Linguistics explains and establishes human beings as “embodied beings”—our bodies negotiate with 
the world to construct our own versions of reality in the contexts of our varied bodily, sensory, perceptual 
experiences (Tyler & Evans, 2003). Evans & Greens (2006) proposed this situation as “varied embodiment” (p. 
45). Every action is then embodied action and our different physical and pre-conceptual (sensory-perceptual) 
experiences are in fact “varied embodiment in action” and serve as the basis of our subjective construal of the 
world. Monticelli (2013) cites Plessner’s idea of bodily involvement in perceptual experience and the part that 
our bodies play to construct sensory world as “bodily attitude” (p. 39). This dynamic experience where body is 
the prime mediator is referred to as “embodied experience” (Lakoff, 2015; Lakoff, 2013). This rich notion of 
experience entails diverse dimensionality and renders varied embodiment of children with autism a fundamental 
place in understanding and grasping their world.  

To resume, our findings suggest that individuals with autism are also embodied beings. Whether their sensory 
processing is enhanced, biased, local or global or a combination of these styles, it is their unique yet limited bodily 
involvement that constructs their experiences accordingly. We assert that the product of their processing should be 
regarded as embodied processing. This new lens of “embodiment” will help looking at autism not as a cognitive 
deficit but a cognitive style in the same way as Bogdashina (2010) suggests: “There is by no means a dysfunctional 
world. It is rather a completely different world” (p. 24). 

5. Conclusion  

We conclude the study while putting forward some practical suggestions: 

1) The SPCR is a comprehensive guide that allows to look deep into all seven modalities to identify possible 
sensory perceptual patterns in individuals with autism. The practitioners, parents and professionals can use it to 
devise intervention and education strategies for individuals with autism despite their age, gender and level of 
autism. 

2) Embodied cognition thesis in Cognitive Linguistics posits that different experiences lead to “variable 
embodiment” (Evans & Green, 2006), where everyone conceptualizes, construes and constructs his/her own 
meaning. The thesis of embodied cognition also holds that our mental representations (conceptual structures) are 
affected by pre-conceptual (sensory) experiences. Our bodily experiences provide us with “lens” which helps us 
to give words to certain concepts. These propositions were applied on the behaviors of children with autism and 
for future research, can be applied on the language of children with autism to see if their concepts window 
something about their embodiment. The embodiment theory in Cognitive Linguistics provides the framework for 
the linkage between “low” cognitive processes such as perception and action (sensorimotor experiences), and 
“high” cognitive processes, such as language language and thought (Jirak, Menz, Buccino, Borghi, & Binkofski, 
2010). Given their unique embodiment, the future research can look at their language and thought from the same 
perspective.  
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3) Experience of children with autism as “autistic experience” also define their embodiment in different 
aspects. They are “children with autism” and this is their identity. This identity entails a list of traits that define 
their unique experiences—different experience of social initiation and response, different experience of 
non-verbal communication, different experience of social awareness and social relationships, different 
experience in terms of behavior, interests and activities, different interaction with objects, different sensory 
experiences. Hence, other traits of autism can be viewed using the lenses of embodiment.  
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Appendix A 

Table 1. Possible patterns of visual experiences (adapted from (Bogdashina, 2003)) 

No. Sensory Experiences Behaviors 

1.  Gestalt Perception 
(Inability to filter visual stimuli) 

1. Resists any change 
2. Notices any tiny change in the environment 
3. Does not recognize a familiar environment if approaches it from a 

different direction 
4. Does not recognize people in unfamiliar clothes 
5. Is not fooled by optical illusions 

2. Intensity with which senses work Hyper: 
1. Constantly looks at minute particles, picks up smallest pieces of 

fluff 
2. Dislikes dark and bright lights 
3. Is frightened by sharp flashes of light, lightening, etc. 
4. Looks down most of the time 
5. Covers, closes, or squint eyes at bright light 

Hypo: 
1. Is attracted to lights 
2. Looks intensely at objects and people 
3. Moves fingers or objects in front of eyes 
4. Is fascinated with reflections, bright coloured objects 
5. Runs a hand around the edge of the object 
6. Perimeter hugging 

3. Sensitivity to (disturbance by) some stimuli
(Light/colour sensitivity; 
Disturbance by some patterns) 

1. Covers, closes, or squint eyes at bright light  
2. Gets easily frustrated/tired under fluorescent lights 
3. Gets frustrated with certain colours 

4. Fascination with certain stimuli 
(Fascination with pattern, lights, colors) 

1. Is fascinated with coloured and shining objects 
 

5. Inconsistency of perception (fluctuation) 
(Fluctuation between hyper- and hypo-; ‘in’ 
and ‘out’) 

1. May respond differently (pleasure – indifference – distress) to the 
same visual stimuli 

6. Fragmented Perception 
(Seeing in ‘bits’, prosopagnosia) 

1. Resists any change 
2. Does not recognize a familiar environment if approaches it from a 

different direction 
3. Does not recognize people in unfamiliar clothes 
4. Selects for attention minor aspects of objects in the environment 

instead of the whole thing (e.g. a wheel rather than a whole toy car, 
etc.) 

5. Gets lost easily 

7. Distorted perception 
(Poor/distorted depth and space perception; 
seeing 2Dd world; distortions of shape, size 
Distorted perception of body movements) 

1. Fears heights, stairs, escalators 
2. Has difficulty catching ball 
3. Appears startled when being approached suddenly 
4. Makes compulsive repetitive hand, head or body movements that 

fluctuate between near and far 
5. Hits/rubs eyes when distressed 

8.  ‘Sensory agnosia’ (difficulty interpreting a 
sense) 
(‘Meaning-blindness’;  
Feeling/acting ‘blind’) 
 

1. Feels/acts blind 
2. Ritualistic behaviour 
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9. Delayed perception 
(Delayed processing of visual stimuli) 

1. Response to visual stimuli is delayed (e.g. fails to close eyes when 
the light is being switched on) 

2. Any experiences are perceived as new and unfamiliar, regardless 
of the number of time the child has experienced the same thing 

10. Vulnerability to sensory overload 
(Visual overload) 

1. Sudden outbursts of self-abuse/tantrums or withdrawal in response 
to visual stimuli 

   

11. Mono-processing (number of channels 
working at a time) 
(Shutting down other senses while seeing) 

1. Does not seem to see if listening to something 
 

12. Peripheral perception (avoidance of direct 
perception) 
(Peripheral vision, avoidance of eye 
contact) 

1. Avoids direct eye contact 
 

13.  Systems Shutdowns 
(Visual ‘whiteouts’) 

1. Appears to be a mindless follower 
2. Surprises with knowing ‘unknown’ information 

14. Compensating for unreliable sense by 
other senses 
(Checking visual perception by other 
senses) 

1. Smells, licks, touches or taps objects 
 

15. ‘Losing oneself’ in stimuli. Resonance 
(Merging, getting in resonance with lights, 
colours, patterns) 

1. Seems to be absorbed with lights, colours, patterns 
 

16. Daydreaming 
(‘Seeing’ thoughts, emotions of other 
people, events that do not relate to oneself) 

1. Seems to know what other people (who are not present) are doing 

17. Synaesthesia 
(Seeing sounds, smell, temperature, etc.) 

1. Covers/rubs/blinks, etc. eyes in response to a 
sound/touch/smell/taste movement 

2. Complains about (is frustrated with) the wrong colours of 
letters/numbers, etc. on coloured blocks, etc. 

18. Perceptual memory 
(Visual (photographic) memory) 

1. Displays a good visual memory 
 

19. Associative (‘serial’) memory 
(Triggered by visual stimuli) 

1. Reactions are triggered by lights, colours, patterns, etc. 
 

20. Perceptual thinking 
(Visual thinking (thinking in pictures)) 

1. Easily solves jigsaw puzzles 
2. Remembers routes and places 
3. Memorizes enormous amount of information at a glance 
4. Poor at mathematics 
5. Learns nouns first 
6. Has difficulties with adverbs and prepositions 
7. Idiosyncratic patterns in language development (e.g. names one 

thing to denote the other, etc.) 

 

Appendix B 

Table 2. Possible patterns of auditory experiences (adapted from (Bogdashina, 2003)) 

No. Sensory Experiences Behaviours 

1.  Gestalt Perception 
(Inability to screen out background noise) 

1. Gets easily frustrated when trying to do something in a noisy crowded 
room 

2. Does not seem to understand instructions if more than one person is 
talking 

2. Intensity with which senses work Hyper: 
1. Covers ears at many sounds 
2. Is a very light sleeper 
3. Is frightened by animals 
4. Dislikes thunderstorm, sea, crowds 
5. Dislikes haircut 
6. Avoids sounds and noises 
7. Makes repetitive noises to block out other sounds 
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Hypo: 
1. Bangs objects, doors 
2. Likes vibration 
3. Likes kitchen and bathroom 
4. Likes traffic, crowds 
5. Is attracted by sounds, noises 
6. Tears papers, crumples paper in the hand Makes loud rhythmic noises 

3. Sensitivity to (disturbance by) some 
stimuli 
(Disturbance by some sounds) 

1. Gets frustrated with certain sounds 
2. Tries to destroy/break objects producing sounds 

 

4. Fascination with certain stimuli 
(Fascination with sounds) 

1. Is fascinated with certain sounds 

5. Inconsistency of perception (fluctuation) 
(Fluctuation between hyper- and hypo-; ‘in’ 
– ‘out’) 

1. May respond differently (pleasure – indifference – distress) to same 
auditory stimuli (sounds, noises) 

6. Fragmented Perception 
(Hearing ‘in bits’) 

1. Hears a few words instead of the whole sentence 

7. Distorted perception 
(Hearing distorted sounds, etc.) 

1. Pronunciation problems 
2. Unable to distinguish between some sounds 
3. Hits ears when distressed 

 

8.  ‘Sensory agnosia’ (difficulty interpreting a 
sense) 
(‘Meaning-deafness’; feeling/acting ‘deaf’) 

1. Feels/acts deaf 
 

9. Delayed perception 
(Delayed processing of auditory stimuli) 

1. Response to sounds, questions, instructions is delayed 
2. Echolalia in monotonous, high-pitched, parrot like voice 

10. Vulnerability to sensory overload 
(Sound overload) 

1. Sudden outbursts of self-abuse/tantrums or withdrawal in response to 
auditory stimuli 

11. Mono-processing (number of channels 
working at a time) 
(Shutting down other channels while 
hearing) 

1. Does not seem to hear if looking at something 
 

12. Peripheral perception (avoidance of direct 
perception) 
(Hearing if listening to somebody 
indirectly) 

1. Reacts to instructions better when they are ‘addressed to the wall’ 

13.  Systems Shutdowns 
(Auditory ‘tuneouts’) 

1. Appears to be a mindless follower 
2. Surprises with knowing ‘unknown’ information 
 

14. Compensating for unreliable sense by 
other senses 
(Checking auditory perception by other 
senses) 

1. Looks for the source of the sound 
 

15. ‘Losing oneself’ in stimuli. Resonance 
(Merging, getting in resonance with sound) 

1. Seems to be absorbed (merged) with sounds 
2. Seems to be able to ‘read’ thoughts, feelings, etc. of others 

16. Daydreaming 
(‘Hearing’ thoughts of other people, events)

Complains about ‘non-existent’ conversations, sounds 
 

17. Synaesthesia 
(Hearing colours, flavours, touch, etc.) 

1. Covers/hits ears in response to lights/colours/touch/texture/smell/taste 
movement 

2. Complains about (is frustrated with) a sound in response to 
colours/textures/touch/scent/flavour/movement 

18. Perceptual memory 
(Audiographic/sound memory) 

1. Displays a good auditory memory (for nursery rhymes, songs, etc.) 

19. Associative (‘serial’) memory 
(Triggered by auditory stimuli) 

1. Reactions are triggered by sounds/words 
2. Uses idiosyncratic routinized responses 
3. Uses songs, commercials etc, to respond 
4. Cannot keep track of conversation 

 

20. Perceptual thinking 
(Thinking in ‘auditory pictures’) 

1. Composes musical pieces, songs 
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Appendix C 

Table 3. Possible patterns of proprioceptive experiences (adapted from (Bogdashina, 2003)) 
No. Sensory Experiences Behaviors 

1.  Gestalt Perception 
(Inability to coordinate body position and 
movements of body parts) 

1. Clumsy; moves stiffly 
 

2. Intensity with which senses work Hyper: 
1.   Odd body posturing (places the body in strange positions) 
2. Difficulty manipulating small objects (e.g. buttons) 
3. Turns the whole body to look at something 

Hypo: 
1. Low muscle tone 
2. Has a weak grasp; drops things 
3. A lack of awareness of body position in space 
4. Unaware of their own body sensations 
5. Bumps into objects, people 
6. Appears floppy; often leans against people, furniture, walls 
7. Stumbles frequently; has tendency to fall 
8. Rocks back and forth 

3. Sensitivity to (disturbance by) some 
stimuli 
(Disturbance by some body positions) 

1. Cannot tolerate certain movements/body positions 
 

4. Fascination with certain stimuli 
(Fascination with certain body 
movements) 

1. Is often engaged in complex body movements, esp. when frustrated 
or bored 

5. Inconsistency of perception (fluctuation) 
(Fluctuation between hyper- and hypo-; 
‘in’ – ‘out’) 

1.   May have different muscle tone 
2. Pencil lines, letters, words, etc. are uneven (e.g. too tight, sometimes 

too faint) 

6. Fragmented Perception 
(Feeling only some parts of the body) 

1. Complains about limbs, parts of the body 
 

7. Distorted perception 
(Distorted perception of the body) 

1. Difficulty with hopping, jumping, skipping, riding a tricycle/bicycle 
2. Has difficulty catching balls 

8.  ‘Sensory agnosia’ (difficulty interpreting 
a sense) 
(Difficulty interpreting body position, 
body sensations, etc.) 

1. Does not seem to know what their body is doing 
 

9. Delayed perception 
(Delayed perception of body postures, 
body sensations) 

1. Very poor at sports 
 

10. Vulnerability to sensory overload 
(Proprioceptive overload) 

1. Tires very easily, esp. when in noisy/bright places or when standing 

11. Mono-processing (number of channels 
working at a time) 
(Shutting down other senses while being 
aware of body positions) 

1. Does not seem to know the position of the body in space/ what the 
body is doing, when looking at / listening to / talking 

12. Peripheral perception (avoidance of 
direct perception) 
(Peripheral proprioceptive perception) 

1. Has difficulty imitating / copying movements 
 

13.  Systems Shutdowns 
(Proprioceptive ‘tuneouts’) 

1. Does not seem to know how to move their body (unable to change 
body position to accommodate task) 

14. Compensating for unreliable sense by 
other senses 
(Checking proprioceptive perception by 
other senses) 

1. Watches her/his feet while walking 
2. Watches her/his hands while doing something 

 

15. ‘Losing oneself’ in stimuli. Resonance 
(Merging, getting in resonance with 
movements) 

1. Seems to be absorbed with body movements 
 

16. Daydreaming 
(Experiencing physical movements while 
being still) 

1. Complains about ‘non-existent’ physical experiences (e.g. I am flying 
etc.) 
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17. Synaesthesia 
(Involuntary body postures in response to 
visual, auditory, tactile, etc. stimuli) 

1. Involuntary postures of the body in response to a visual/auditory 
stimulus/ smell/ taste/ touch 

18. Perceptual memory 
(Proprioceptive memory) 

1. Displays a very good proprioceptive memory (e.g. understand 
directions better if produces exact movements they have to do in 
order to follow these directions) 

19. Associative (‘serial’) memory 
(Triggered by body positions, movements)

1. Reactions are triggered by body positions / movements 

20. Perceptual thinking 
(‘Body positions, movements, images’) 

1. Mimics the actions when instructions are being given 
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